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(SPEECH)
[00:00:00.00] [MUSIC PLAYING]

(Description)
[00:00:00.00] An egg falls in slow motion and breaks on a kitchen floor. A man and woman walk in and the man drops a dog leash as they look on. Two children approach and hold up plates of food and a dog takes the food off one plate. A bottle of Pet Clean and Natural next to a sink. The man pours some into a tank with water and hands it to the woman. She puts it into a machine. Text, Two-Tank Technology keeps clean and dirty water separate. Vacuum & Wash at the Same Time. High-Efficiency Durable Digital Motor. Motor inside vacuum whirs.

[00:00:31.26] Text, Powerful cordless Cleaning in an ultra-lightweight design. Up to 30-Minute Runtime, may vary based on mode and usage. TURBO PET Mode designed for an extra boost of cleaning on tough messes. Multi-Surface Cleaning, great for refreshing area rugs. Self-Cleaning Cycle

[00:00:49.06] Dirty Tank Strainer

[00:00:51.42] Logo, Bissell, Text, CrossWave X7 Cordless Pet Pro, all-in-one multi-surface cleaner. Heart-shaped dog tag with the text, Every purchase, on one side, saves pets, on the other. Bissell Pet Foundation